
 

BALKAN Ethnic Orchestra KONTAKT [PATCHED Full]

"macedonian folk music is typical of balkan music, which in turn is a complex mixture of influences, including
greek, turkish, and slavic. it is a music of mostly pentatonic scale, accompanied by the lute and the tamburica."
main features of balkan ethnic orchestra kontakt library: pre-programmed patterns with various instruments and
drums. over 1100 high-quality instrument and drum samples. all kontakt instrument samples are in.wma format.

sound and instruments are recorded in the studio with top quality condenser microphones. extra bonus: a kontakt
instrument sampler with special instruments, sounds, samples, effects. all kontakt instrument samples are fully
compatible with 3rd party daws and samplers. (e.g. apple loops, reason, fl studio, ableton live, nuendo, cubase,

cakewalk sonar, etc.) all kontakt instrument samples are in.wma format (pcm wav). ‘concert d’ by pivny, cc by-nc-
sa 3.0, balkan ethnic orchestra kontakt is a direct sampling library of a live orchestra. it contains over 1100 high-
quality samples, including over 600 pre-programmed patterns, ready to use for commercial projects. the library is

loaded with all sorts of instruments and drums. so, you can use it for recording various instruments and play
them in your audio software. all kontakt instrument samples are in.wma format. all instrument sounds and drums
are recorded in the studio with top quality condenser microphones. the sound of balkan ethnic orchestra kontakt

is a combination of many instruments, such as piano, violin, cello, brass, flute, clarinet, saxophone, etc.
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BALKAN Ethnic Orchestra KONTAKT [FULL]

balkan ethnic orchestra kontakt is a huge library with more than 1100 samples,
over 600 pre-programmed patterns, ready to use for commercial projects. if you

need only strings, you can use only strings. you don’t have to mix the whole
orchestra. all kontakt instrument samples are in.wma format. all instrument

sounds and drums are recorded in the studio with top quality condenser
microphones. the sound of balkan ethnic orchestra kontakt is a combination of
many instruments, such as piano, violin, cello, brass, flute, clarinet, saxophone,
etc. in serbia, the balkan ethnic orchestra kontakt has been recorded in three

recordings, in 1994, and two more in 2012. the recordings are in belgrade on the
label spomenik. the recordings are mastered by nikodije filipovic. the kontakt
label based in belgrade is the only serbian label that has several balkan ethnic

musicians. it is directed by dragan milosavljevic who has released the recordings
of many of his own musicians. the musicians who have appeared on the kontakt
label include: albanian: albanian balkan orchestra (gjon hysenaj), macedonian:
macedonian balkan orchestra, hungarian: hungarian balkan orchestra (zoltan

adorjanyi), macedonian: macedonian balkan orchestra (nena nikolejceva),
bulgarian: bulgarian balkan orchestra (mladen popov), turkish: turkish balkan

orchestra (aynur usta), bulgarian: bulgarian balkan orchestra (nikolejceva nena),
romanian: romanian balkan orchestra (mirela ilie). there is also ukrainian balkan

orchestra (svitlana tkachenko). the label also has several other artists from
serbia: serbian balkan orchestra (nenad aleksic) and serbian kontrabass orchestra

(ivan jankovic). 5ec8ef588b
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